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David Hirsch, pictured in Barrington Hills before his departure to the West Coast, is the founder of the Illinois Fatherhood Initiative and the 21st Century Dads Foundation.

21 Days, 1 Bike, and 2,355 Miles

B

DAVID HIRSCH SHARES THE INSIDE STORY ON HIS INAUGURAL CROSS-COUNTRY ADVENTURE
EING A DAD IN THE 21ST CENTURY

at the world-famous Santa Monica Pier in Califor-

Dads”, the “Native American Father’s & Families”

is more challenging than in previous
generations. More is expected from us,

nia—loosely following the historic Route 66—and

program, and “Watch D.O.G.S.” (Dads of Great

concluded on Father’s Day, June 21, in Chicago at

Students).

and research indicates that children benefit from a
higher level of engagement with a father or father

U.S. Cellular Field.

What are the odds that a 54-year-old father of

Relay riders from as far away as Poland accom-

five, of moderate athletic ability, could average 112

panied me for a day(s) at a time. We made peri-

miles a day, every day for 21 days, for a total of

The recent Dad’s Honor Ride 2015 was the in-

odic stops in places like Lynwood, Calif., Flagstaff,

2,355 miles? The naysayers were convinced that

augural event of the 21st Century Dads Founda-

Ariz., and Springfield, Mo., to draw attention to

the odds were zero. I say to them, “Never under-

tion (see box). The journey started on June 1, 2015

fathers programs such as “Boot Camp for New

estimate the determination and perseverance of a

figure. Dads, we need to up our game!
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Local media stops
were scheduled into
the Dads Honor Ride.
Here, David Hirsch visits with morning news
anchor Kim Tobin.

Riding through the desert in Arizona.

David Hirsch with his daughter, Addie, at the Santa
Monica Pier where Route 66 ends. (Photos: Courtesy
of the Dads Honor Ride)

An Armor of God coin was
given to David Hirsch from
Tim Parker, a stranger he
met in Prescott, Ariz., which
provided the Ride team with
God’s protection.

A typical Route 66 pavement
sign—this one from Vinita,
David Hirsch and his oldest son, Dave, at the Cadillac

Okla., home of former Illinois

At the Gateway Arch to the Midwest in St. Louis, in full

Ranch outside of Amarillo, Texas.

Governor Jim Edgar.

rain suit. It rained hard for four of the 21 days.
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INSET: A screen shot of the “Map My Ride” app used to track daily statistics. June 20th, the second to last day, was the longest, but not the
hardest, day to ride. TOP LEFT: The last day’s rider team (from left) Bob Lee of Barrington, Patryck Wierzchucki of Lincolnshire, Ill., Jorge
Solorio of Chicago, David and Peggy Hirsch of Barrington, and Dr. Dariusz Cupial of Lodz, Poland, founder of www.Tato.net. TOP RIGHT:
At the conclusion of the Dads Honor Ride, a moment of celebration was held for Tuskegee Airman and Ride teammate Lawton “Wilk”
Wilkerson, David Hirsch, and Ride supporter, comedian Tom Dreesen, at U.S. Cellular Field on Father’s Day.

person on a mission.”

also owe a debt of heartfelt gratitude to my wife,

Many of the days were hard and very long (151

Peggy, for covering the home front; my colleagues

miles was the longest) but the three weeks went by

at Credit Suisse for covering at work; the crew and

very quickly. There were two or three points along

other riders; all those who volunteered leading up

the route I thought to myself, ‘I don’t know if I have
what it takes, but short of being hospitalized, I’m
not giving up.’
RIDING THE HILLS AND VALLEYS
With some time to reflect, the challenge of this
endurance bike ride pales in comparison to the
lifelong challenge it takes to be a dad who is present—financially, physically, emotionally, and spiritually 24/7 for his children. The ride also serves
as a metaphor for being a dad, as well as life itself.
There are uphill days we struggle to make
progress and downhill days that are easy. There
are also warm, sunny days where it’s enjoyable
to be outside and cold, rainy days we just have to
power through. Like the commitment to finish
this ride, being a great dad is about being present
every day, focusing on the tasks at hand, not worrying about the past or thinking too far ahead, and
meeting the challenge.

to and during the ride; those who generously supported the cause with cash and in-kind donations;
and most of all, God, for providing His protection, the stamina to endure, and the opportunity
to serve.

About the Dads
Honor Ride 2015
The Dads Honor Ride 2015 was a charity bike riding event and awareness
campaign designed to honor dads, raise
awareness and resources for local fatherhood organizations, and draw attention
to the fact that there are 24 million chil-

A CHANCE TO RECOMMIT

dren growing up in father-absent homes.

I hope in some small way that others can draw

Research shows when dads are present,

inspiration from the accomplishment, commit or

high school graduation rates increase,

recommit to the relationships that are important

and many of society’s most vexing

to them, resolve to tackle an important challenge,

problems, like alcohol and drug abuse,

or make a difference in the lives of others.

crime and incarceration, teen pregnancy,

The 21st Century Dads Foundation, a 501(c)3
organization, can use your help. We need volunteers willing to lend their time and talent, as well
as donors to provide financial support to ensure
that all children benefit from the love and involvement of a father or a positive adult male role
model.

and suicide, all decrease. Father absence
negatively affects more than 24 million
children and their moms, but it’s our
problem, too. Everyone pays the price as
government and communities grapple
with the costly, negative outcomes for
children without the benefit of a father
or father figure.

Another take-away for me is that no one re-

For more information, to volunteer, or make

ally accomplishes anything of any consequence by

a donation, visit www.dadshonorride.org. At the

themself. Because I consulted with endurance rid-

least, do something in honor (or memory) of your

David Hirsch is a director with Credit Suisse. He

ers far more experienced than me, I was fortunate

dad or father-figure. Let them know they matter

and his wife Peggy have five adult children and live

to avoid making the typical “rookie” mistakes. I

to you.

in Barrington Hills.
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